I would use the following adjectives to describe Daniell Middle School:

- Active**
- Amazing*
- Attentive**
- Awesome********
- The best!******
- Calming
- Caring**************
- Challenging**************
- Child Friendly********
- Clean**
- Concerned***
- Courteous
- Dedicated**
- Detailed
- Diligent*****
- Diverse
- Educational *
- Encouraging**************
- Engaged
- Enthusiastic*
- Evolving
- Excellent*************************
- Exceptional****
- Extraordinary
- Fabulous*
- Fantastic***
- First rate***
- Flexible
- Focused
- Forthcoming
- Friendly***
- Fun
- Goal/student/education oriented**********
- Goal setting
- Good******************
- Good environment********
- Great**************************
- Helpful************
• Improving**
• Informative************
• Interesting
• Involved***
• Inspiring
• Joyful
• Mentoring environment
• Nice***
• Open
• Outstanding Teachers************
• Polite
• Positive*******************
• Proactive**
• Productive**
• Professional********
• Progressive********
• Quality education********
• Responsive*****
• Rigorous
• Safe**
• Smart
• Sufficient-
• Superior in education and teachers
• Supportive*****
• Terrific
• Thorough*
• Trying*
• Upcoming
• Nurturing, creative, resourceful
• Welcoming
• Wonderful*****
• World class
• Very polite-n-good
• Ample Resources
• 0 Tolerance
• Positive Learning Environment
• Hot
• Wonderful place of learning
• Great! And nice calm please
• Good school, I’m glad my child study here
• Involved, concerned, warm, inviting
• Great good experience and partnership in education
• Was happy
• Efficient, beneficial
• Welcoming, warm
• fantastic, super, fabulous
• Great experience with teachers; child is happy
• Outstanding, fantastic,
• Maintains rigor and quality
• academically sound
• Focused, energized, committed
• Study sessions/positive and negative feedback
• confident of improvement
• All of the above!
• Old, dirty, non-responsive, non-caring
• Fantastic communication

Comments:
• Why is every year I’m meeting with a band teacher or teacher assistant? Why can’t I ever meet with one of his core subject teachers? Not happy with this school, can’t wait for my child, Mauris Crime, to graduate!!!
• Mrs. Crawford-Very good
• Thank you JJ Daniell! Mr. O’Keefe was great!
• I enjoyed our meeting today, very informative. I know what to do for improvement. Thank you very much
• We should be meeting with counselors to advise on how to get in advanced classes and college courses–not a babysitting mentality–because of our diversity in this area–we shouldn’t be help back waiting on those who can’t speak English–
• I would like XXXXX to receive more help in math
• Meeting was beneficial and helpful
• We know where we need to continue to improve
• Thank you for a great first nine weeks!
• Very pleased with band!
• The education system we have is failing our children. Kids are taught to pass a test. They are not taught to be creative thinkers.
• Ms. Sartin is awesome!
• Thanks
• Great environment
• 1. Seemed the year got off to a slow start, especially with academic habits; 2. Value and like progress with band though children were frustrated with the several week wait before all had instruments.
• Not enough feedback from teachers
• Keep it up!
• Since I only met with one teacher, I would have appreciated comments and suggestions from each individual teacher for the conference. E.g. strong areas and weak areas. Thank you.
• Learned that there are limited spaces available in some AC classes which may be holding some students back in regular classes which may include mine.
• Love the school. Think my son is challenged.
• Ms. Ehlers is very caring and provides helpful information. She is an awesome asset to my child.
• Thanks for always keeping me informed and giving good advice on what to do to help my child achieve
• Thank you!
• I have grades sent to my phone and have been able to keep up with homework a lot better but also put faith that my daughter will try to make good decisions and be positive in class
• Very pleased with Mr. Parker works
• Ms. Wilson is my daughter’s homeroom teacher and she is delightful. My daughter is quite happy at the school and so am I.
• Control/monitor hallway activities penalize disruptive behavior
• Offer another/counter balance to CNN for children’s “news”
• My parent teacher conference was exactly what we needed. I feel encouraged about XXXXXX progress at JJ Daniell.
• Might be nice to have conference with a teacher that’s class may be more difficult for the students
• It was a true pleasure to have a conference with Mr. Vernie. He showed how well my son is doing and gave advice on how my son can do better. I appreciate this conference with Mr. Vernie and am grateful to have had it.
• I had a great meeting with my child’s teacher. I believe his teacher has the best interest for my child. I couldn’t be happier with the entire process.
• Ms. Suzanne was excelente on communication with me and great teachers as we heard from our son.
• Mrs. Hebb is wonderful-always pleasant and professional and enjoyed speaking with Mr. Vernie for a moment too.
• Thanks for trying. Keep up the hard work. Thanks.
• I understand Ms. Lile had a family emergency. Thanks for all you do.
• In the Social Studies program my daughter is having her best year. The notebook and open class has given her and myself help. Seventh period essay writing economy was a confidence builder.
• We love Daniell! I love the career posters with the different universities. I didn’t see Mercer University in Macon. I’m a professor there. Please consider adding Mercer to the list. 😊
• Love the easy access to get resources
• JJ continues to improve in every aspect of the needs for the students’ education and growth. Very positive environment and experience. Mr. Nelson and the teachers and staff are a pleasure! (For Ms. Wilson and Ms. Medal)
• Ms. Tidwell is very pleasant!
• We are very happy with the instruction my son is receiving at Daniell. I would love to mention Ms. Cronin, Ms. Hebb, and Ms. Kral for all their hard work and everything they do to make education interesting and challenging. Special thanks to Mr. Mende and Ms. Atkinson for working with our son.
• Thank you
• I’m very happy with your Daniell Middle School staff. Thank you
• Good school. Always striving for excellence
• I would want for her teacher from math to help my kid understand more math
• Thank you Ms. Arrington
• We want to set up a conference of classes that he is failing.
• Great teachers!
• I would like to get emails regarding his grades
• Great conference. Ms. Sanders was understanding. Also she answered every question for me where I understood.
• Amazing school! Thanks for everything you do! Wonderful conference! Thanks!
• Very pleased with Kailen’s education here. (7th & 8th grade)
• Ms. Wilson was informative and professional
• Cutting edge! Great school! Keep it up!
• A class, A school.
• More take home work to better involve the parents
• Great conference and staff. Would like to see more focus on differentiated instruction to challenge my child academically
• Ms. Williams is great. She has helped my daughter adjust very well to her new school. I look forward to my next conference with her.
• A joy to meet with Mr. Parker and the chorus teacher 😊
• Best teacher she’s ever had-Ms. Stillson
• Good attendance
• I love Daniell. I went here.
• A+ PTA is very good at providing opportunities to get involved!
• Great learning experiences. I am quite pleased with my child’s progress and her teachers. Looking forward to a very rewarding academic year.
• Thanks for all the support, teacher, staff
• Allows students to succeed
• I appreciate the teacher parent interaction
• Great conference
• A good school. It helps my child
• Frustrated with special needs agendas - a lot of curriculum is irrelevant to my child’s needs.
• Some blogs great help my son. Science/Social studies/Why no math? Why no Vernie help my son? Some notebooks help my son/give directions and work
• My son is very happy to be in this school since it’s his first year in middle school. He loves his teachers and after his conference I know why. Thank you all.
• Good conference with all 6th grade social studies
• 6th grade social studies notebook and blog makes learning fun
• The blogs especially in social studies is very helpful and interesting.
• Work on lunch times-stagger
• Enduring - I miss Heflin and Galante
• Improve discipline strategies. Where is student leadership?
• Glad to have a conference! Thanks!
• Great school with awesome teachers that care! I would have to say we truly appreciate the hard work and dedication of the teachers and all that they do and give to our son.
• I am very pleased at the teachers and trying to get my child on track.
• A great place to be
• Teachers were nice and understanding
• Patient with kids! Thank you.
• Always great. 2nd child here and still happy!
• Nice school. Nice class. Thank you. Thank you to give class for my kids.
• I’m very pleased with my child’s experience. My child feels comfortable and enjoys the exceptional help from his teachers.
• Wanna say I was very pleased with the great staff and Daniell. Wonderful teachers, Mr. Howard and all who work with my son daily. Keep up the hard work. I appreciate you guys!
• Daniell Middle School is striving to be the best, they have made great improvements in student conduct. Mr. Nelson is doing a great job!!
• My child complains that she does not get enough time between classes to take notes for homework due or assignments due or ask any clarification from the teacher.
• Mr. Mori was very nice.
• One of the best schools my child has ever attended. I really love this school. I love the way that you all challenge the students here.
• 8th grade seems out of control this year??? Mrs. Holbrook made some very accurate and positive observations about Harrison and was very helpful. She addressed to several topics directly to Harrison - which was great.
• Active PTSA, effective in communicating. Thanks so much for what you all do for the children!
• This school really cares about their student’s education, and gives them positive way to study and learn. My son is having a wonderful experience at Daniell Middle School. I am also happy with my experience with this school also.
• Well rounded! Love the professionalism. Continued progress in every area is a joy to see.
• PTSA is amazing - love the teachers
• Great Comunication
• Assign more reading books (reading for fun) to control behavior and talking during lecture.